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We present the experimental realization and characterization of a Ramsey interferometer based
on optically trapped ultracold potassium atoms, where one state is continuously coupled by an
off-resonant laser field to a highly-excited Rydberg state. We show that the observed interference
signals can be used to precisely measure the Rydberg atom-light coupling strength as well as the
population and coherence decay rates of the Rydberg-dressed states with sub-kilohertz accuracy
and for Rydberg state fractions as small as one part in 106. We also demonstrate an application for
measuring small, static electric fields with high sensitivity. This provides the means to combine the
outstanding coherence properties of Ramsey interferometers based on atomic ground states with a
controllable coupling to strongly interacting states, thus expanding the number of systems suitable
for metrological applications and many-body physics studies.
Ramsey interferometers involving trapped ensembles of
neutral atoms or single ions have enabled the most precise
measurements ever made. Besides their importance for
defining time and frequency standards [1, 2], they also
hold great promise for searches for physics beyond the
standard model [3–7], exploring the physics of complex
quantum systems [8], and for realizing sensors capable of
operating close to the Heisenberg limit [9–11]. By design
however, the most precise Ramsey interferometers typi-
cally involve the coherent evolution of atoms that interact
very weakly, either with one another or with external
fields, seemingly precluding many possible applications.
Here we demonstrate a Ramsey interferometer involv-
ing two magnetically insensitive hyperfine clock states,
where one state is continuously coupled to a Rydberg state
by an off-resonant laser field. This Rydberg-dressing ap-
proach provides the means to combine the outstanding
coherence properties of atomic ground states with greatly
enhanced sensitivity to external fields or controllable in-
terparticle interactions mediated by the Rydberg state
admixture. We show that strong Rydberg atom-light cou-
pling can be reached with Ramsey coherence times that
are orders of magnitude longer than the bare Rydberg
state lifetime. We precisely measure the Rydberg-atom
light coupling strength and independently determine the
effective population decay and dephasing rates for the
dressed-states, thereby identifying the dominant decoher-
ence effects. Finally we demonstrate the suitability of
the Rydberg-dressed Ramsey interferometer for metrolog-
ical applications by precisely measuring a small applied
electric field.
The starting point for our experiments is an ultracold
gas of 39K atoms prepared in a crossed-beam optical dipole
trap (shown in Fig. 1a) following Refs. [12, 13]. To realize
the Ramsey interferometer we use the magnetically insensi-
tive hyperfine ground states |0〉 = |4S1/2, F = 1,mF = 0〉
and |1〉 = |4S1/2, F = 2,mF = 0〉. The sample is spin-
polarized in the initial |0〉 state using a sequence of opti-
cal pumping pulses and radio-frequency transfer pulses
(similar to Ref. [14]). The final result is a sample of ap-
proximately 105 atoms in the |0〉 state with a peak density
of 1× 1010 cm−3 and temperature of 10µK. From there
we apply a Ramsey interferometry sequence consisting
of two pi/2 radio-frequency (RF) pulses (90µs each) sep-
arated by a variable evolution time T (Fig. 1a). The
RF field originates from a programmable direct-digital-
synthesis device which is referenced to a commercial ru-
bidium standard. To read out the interferometer we
measure the population in the |1〉 state using absorp-
tion imaging with a weak probe laser resonant to the
|4S1/2, F = 2〉 → |4P3/2, F = 3〉 transition.
Figure 1b shows the measured Ramsey fringe pattern
taken without the dressing field for free evolution times up
to 15 ms. The signal is very well described by a sinusoidal
oscillation with no visible loss of contrast within this
time. From the oscillation frequency we extract the Ram-
sey detuning of δ/2pi = 914.0(6) Hz. This corresponds
to an absolute frequency for the |0〉 → |1〉 transition of
461.719 748 0(6) MHz (statistical uncertainty in the frac-
tional frequency of ∆f/f = 1.3× 10−9) which is within
30 Hz of previous measurements of the 39K hyperfine split-
ting [14, 15]. The small discrepancy can be accounted for
by the expected quadratic Zeeman shift of 31(11) Hz for
bias field of 60(10) mG and additional smaller corrections
due to the differential AC Stark shift from the optical
dipole trap and cold collisions.
Next we realize the Rydberg-dressed Ramsey inter-
ferometer by applying a laser field during the free evo-
lution time, detuned by ∆/2pi = −12.0 MHz from the
|1〉 → |r = 39P3/2〉 transition. In the dressed-state pic-
ture [16], this admixes a small Rydberg state component
into the clock state (i.e. |1˜〉 ≈ |1〉+√fr |r〉, where fr is
the relative population of the Rydberg state). The laser
light is generated by frequency doubling a continuous-
wave dye laser, with a second harmonic wavelength of
286 nm and a power of 65 mW. It is frequency stabilized
using an ultra-low-expansion (ULE) material cavity. The
laser light is relatively weakly focused and aligned par-
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2Figure 1. Experimental realization of a Rydberg-dressed Ram-
sey interferometer. (a) A cloud of 39K atoms is prepared in an
optical dipole trap and uniformly illuminated by the Rydberg
dressing laser. Each atom can be represented by a four level
system involving the clock states |0〉 and |1〉, the |r = 39P3/2〉
Rydberg state and an auxiliary shelving |s〉. The |1〉 → |r〉
transition is coupled via the dressing laser with Rabi frequency
Ω and detuning ∆ during the Ramsey free evolution time T .
(b) Ramsey fringes measured in the absence of the dressing
laser showing very good coherence and (c) Ramsey fringes
with the Rydberg excitation laser on with ∆/2pi = −12.0 MHz,
showing a modified oscillation frequency and asymmetric decay
of the interference contrast. The blue solid lines correspond
to fits to the model described in the text.
allel to the optical trap axis such that the intensity is
effectively uniform over the atom cloud. Fig. 1c shows
the corresponding Ramsey signal. In comparison to the
case of the undressed Ramsey interferometer (Fig. 1b),
we observe an asymmetric decay of contrast and a visible
shift of the oscillation frequency.
To interpret the effects of Rydberg dressing we derive
a simple analytical formula for the Ramsey signal, in-
cluding the influence of noise on the Rydberg dressing
laser and neglecting interaction effects, which is justified
given the low densities used for the experiment. We start
by considering an ensemble of identical four-level atoms,
comprised of the clock states |0〉,|1〉, the Rydberg state
|r〉, and an auxiliary shelving state |s〉 which collectively
describes all states into which the Rydberg states can
decay and that no longer participate in the dynamics.
The system evolution is well described by a quantum mas-
ter equation for the density matrix ρ in Lindblad form:
ρ˙ = −i[Hˆ, ρ] + L(ρ). Here Hˆ accounts for the coherent
dynamics and L is a superoperator describing irreversible
dissipative processes. For the moment we assume that the
only dissipative process is decay from |r〉 to |s〉 state with
rate Γ and processes that bring population back out of
the |s〉 state can be neglected. Accordingly, the quantum
master equation can be reduced to a Schro¨dinger equation
governed by the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian:
HˆNH =
Ω
2
(|1〉〈r|+ |r〉〈1|)−
(
∆ +
iΓ
2
)
|r〉〈r| − δ |0〉〈0| ,
(1)
where Ω,∆ are the amplitude and detuning of the Rydberg
laser coupling and δ is the detuning of the RF field from
the clock transition. Rydberg state decay appears as
an additional imaginary detuning iΓ/2 which describes
overall population loss from the Rydberg state out of the
system with rate Γ.
In the weak dressing limit |∆|  Ω,Γ, the |r〉 state can
be adiabatically eliminated yielding an effective Hamilto-
nian for the slowly evolving clock states,
Hˆeff = fr
(
∆− iΓ
2
)
|1〉〈1| − δ |0〉〈0| , (2)
where fr = Ω
2/(Γ2 + 4∆2) can be recognized as the
steady state Rydberg fraction of the dressed |1〉 state.
Finally, intensity and frequency noise of the dressing
laser can be included by treating the light shift as a
fluctuating quantity ELS → ELS +
√
Xξ(t), where ξ(t)
is assumed to be a zero mean white noise process with
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′). We define the noise variance,
X ≈ (2I + 2∆) Ω416∆2 , (3)
in terms of the spectral densities of the relative intensity
and detuning noise [2I and 
2
∆ respectively, with units
(frequency)
−1
].
Following [17] we write the stochastic time-dependent
von Neumann equation for the density matrix ρeff as,
ρ˙eff = −i[Heff , ρeff ]− i
√
Xξ(t)[|1〉 〈1| , ρeff ]. (4)
Performing the Markov approximation and using the iden-
tity for multiplicative linear white noise in [17], we arrive
at
ρ˙eff =
(
L0 + 1
2
XL21
)
ρeff(t), (5)
where L0ρeff = −i[Heff , ρeff ] and L1ρeff = −i[|1〉 〈1| , ρeff ].
Considering the Ramsey sequence in Fig. 1a and apply-
ing Eq. (5) during the free evolution time, the population
in the |1〉 state after the second pi/2 pulse is:
P1 =
1
4
(
1 + e−frΓt + 2e−
1
2 (frΓ+X)t cos [(δ + fr∆)t+ φ]
)
,
(6)
3Figure 2. Analysis of the Ramsey signals as a function of the
detuning of the Rydberg dressing laser ∆. (a) Ramsey oscil-
lation frequency (blue circles) in the presence of the dressing
laser extracted from fits to Eq. 6. Gray circles correspond
to positive oscillation frequencies before mapping the data.
The statistical errors for each measurement are <∼ 50 Hz (well
within the size of the data points). The blue line is a fit to
the theoretical model for the dressed-state energy used to
determine the atom-light coupling strength Ω. The dashed
line indicates the detuning δ of the bare clock states. The
shaded background shows the Fourier transform of each Ram-
sey signal. (b) Dressed-state dephasing rate (red squares) and
population decay rate (blue circles) as a function of ∆. The
black curve shows the power law ∆−2 which is the expected
dependence for intensity-noise dominated dephasing.
where we have included the possibility of a phase shift
φ caused by the detuning during the two pi/2 pulses.
The effects of Rydberg-dressing can be identified as a
differential energy shift between the |0〉 and |1〉 states,
which changes the oscillation frequency by an amount
ELS = fr∆, an overall population decay with rate Γeff =
frΓ and pure dephasing rate X.
In the following we analyze the performance of the
Rydberg-dressed Ramsey interferometer for different de-
tunings of the dressing laser ∆. For this, we fit the Ramsey
measurements to Eq. (6) including an experimentally de-
termined phaseshift φ = 0.55. As exemplified by the
solid lines in Fig. 1b,c the model fits the data extremely
well such that we can extract the detuning dependent
parameters ELS, Γeff , and X.
Light shifts:– Figure 2a shows the Rydberg induced light
shift ELS as read out from the oscillation frequency for
different detunings of the Rydberg dressing laser in the
range ±40 MHz. The density plot in the background of
the figure corresponds to the Fourier transform of each
respective Ramsey signal. To account for the cases close to
resonance where the oscillation frequency ELS+δ becomes
negative we map the sign of the data points such that
the frequency is monotonic as a function of ∆ (these data
points before mapping are displayed in gray in Fig. 2a).
Although the measured light shifts are relatively small,
<∼ 1 kHz over most of the range, they are clearly resolved
with an average statistical uncertainty of ∼ 2× 10−3 for
|∆|/2pi > 10 MHz. Within this accuracy we observe small
deviations from the simple two-level weak-dressing predic-
tion of ELS = ∆Ω
2/(Γ2 + 4∆2) due to the nearby transi-
tion |0〉 → |39P1/2〉 which is resonant for ∆/2pi = 76 MHz.
The quality of the fit that takes into account the differ-
ential light shift including the extra state, shown as a
solid line in Fig. 2a, reflects a very good quantitative
understanding of the dominant effects influencing the fre-
quency of the Rydberg-dressed Ramsey interferometer. It
also confirms that interaction effects such as the Rydberg
blockade do not play an important role here.
From the fit shown in Fig. 2a we obtain a precise de-
termination of the Rabi frequency Ω/2pi = 163(1) kHz.
This value is more than a factor of two smaller than an
independent estimate based on the power and waist of
the laser beam and the expected transition dipole ma-
trix element. This highlights the importance of direct
experimental measurement of the atom-light interaction
parameters over indirect estimates. The range of resolved
light shifts corresponds to Rydberg fractions from ap-
proximately 4 × 10−4 to a minimum value of 4 × 10−6,
corresponding to less than one Rydberg excitation shared
amongst the entire cloud, emphasizing the sensitivity of
the Ramsey interferometer to very small perturbations.
Contrast:– The decaying contrast of the Ramsey fringes
gives further information on the coherence of Rydberg-
dressed states which limits the interferometer performance.
While dephasing due to laser intensity or frequency noise
should result in a symmetric loss of contrast with respect
to the mean, population loss causes an overall reduction
of the mean value. As such, these contributions can be
separately extracted from the fits to Eq. (6) and are shown
in Fig. 2b on a logarithmic scale. Close to resonance we
find that the contributions are approximately equal with
a rate around 1 kHz. This is comparable to the bare
Rydberg state decay rate estimated as Γ/2pi = 5.6 kHz
4which includes photoionization from the optical dipole
trap, blackbody redistribution and spontaneous decay.
The maximum dephasing rate is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the independently measured laser linewidth
showing that the correspondence between laser phase
noise and the loss of Ramsey coherence can be subtle.
For large detunings |∆|/2pi > 5 MHz we find that de-
phasing is the dominant effect governing the loss of co-
herence rather than intrinsic atom loss. Nevertheless the
combined loss and dephasing rates fall below 0.1 kHz cor-
responding to a usable Ramsey evolution time of tens of
milliseconds, which is orders of magnitude longer than
the bare Rydberg state lifetime and sufficiently long to
allow precision measurements. This is demonstrated by
a large ratio of the induced light shift to the dephas-
ing rate, quantified by the strong-coupling parameter
C = ELS/(Γeff +X), that varies in the range 7 ≤ C ≤ 18
as ∆ is varied over the range ±40 MHz. Looking closer
at the detuning dependent dephasing rate we find that it
is well described by a power-law, which below resonance,
scales with ∆−1.98(4). This is close to the expected scaling
for intensity noise, which according to Eq. (3) should scale
as X ∝ |∆|−2, as opposed to laser frequency noise which
should scale with |∆|−4 since the relative frequency noise
2∆ scales as |∆|−2. From the power-law fit we extract the
normalized intensity spectral density: 2pi2I = 0.2 kHz
−1
which is compatible with residual intensity noise.
Having characterized the performance of the Rydberg-
dressed interferometer, we now demonstrate its enhanced
sensitivity to static electric fields via the induced polar-
izability of the Rydberg-dressed state (Fig. 3). For this
we use a spin echo RF pulse sequence consisting of two
pi/2-pulses separated by two free evolution times of equal
duration Techo = 5 ms, with a pi-pulse in between. The
UV dressing laser is applied continuously during both of
the free evolution times while an applied electric field is
switched from F1 = 2.2 V/cm to F2 = F1 +  between
the two free evolution times. In this way common mode
effects largely cancel out, e.g. energy shifts caused by
the bias electric field and dressing laser light shifts. On
the other hand, the electric field perturbation  causes
a phase shift of the Ramsey interferograms obtained as
a function of the phase θ of the final pi/2-pulse. Ex-
emplary results are shown in Fig. 3(a) for  = 0 (open
circles) and  = 51(2) mV/cm (red squares) clearly show-
ing an electric field dependent phase shift corresponding
to 0.022(1) rad/(mV/cm). To determine the single shot
sensitivity of our setup we repeat the measurement 200
times for each electric field setting with the Ramsey phase
set to a constant value of θ = 5.25 rad. The resulting
statistical distributions shown in Fig. 3(b) are clearly sep-
arated, by three standard deviations, implying a single
shot sensitivity of 17(1) mV/cm.
To calculate the fundamental sensitivity limit we maxi-
mize the derivative of Eq. 4 with respect to small perturba-
tions. Assuming shot noise limited state readout we find a
(b)
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Figure 3. Sensitivity of the Rydberg dressed interferometer
to small electric fields. (a) Interferogram obtained via spin
echo measurement for two different perturbing electric fields
for a free evolution time of Techo = 5 ms, and with a bias
electric field of F = 2.2 V/cm. The normalization of the
population is for Techo = 0 ms, with θ = pi, which is when the
population is maximum. (b) Histograms of 200 measurements
at θ = 5.25 rad for the two electric field values.
minimum single shot sensitivity (standard quantum limit)
σ = e(X+frΓ)/(frFα
√
N), where e is Euler’s number, N
is the number of atoms used in the measurement and α is
the electric polarizability of the bare Rydberg state (which
scales with principal quantum number as n7). Impor-
tantly, the limit obtained for X → 0 is independent of the
Rydberg state fraction. Thus, the Rydberg dressing ap-
proach allows for extremely small densities of the strongly
interacting particles, while at the same time enabling large
overall atom numbers to minimize the atomic shot noise.
For the Rydberg state used in our experiment (having
Γ/2pi = 5.6 kHz and α39P /2pi = 19.3 MHz cm
2/V2) with
N = 105 particles and applying a bias field F = 2 V/cm,
we find σ = 1.2µV/cm which indicates that such Rydberg-
dressed electrometers would rival the state-of-the-art elec-
trometers [11, 18–20].
While the present experiments were performed in an ef-
fectively non-interacting regime, Rydberg-dressed Ramsey
interferometry can serve as a powerful method to induce,
control and characterize atomic interactions [8, 21–25].
This could provide a tunable, nonlinear evolution be-
tween the clock states for generating squeezed or entangled
many-body states without relying on low-energy collisions
between the atoms [26–29], or a realization of nonlinear
quantum metrology protocols [30, 31] for surpassing the
standard quantum limit. Alternatively, Ramsey inter-
ferometers provide a way to optimize Rydberg-dressing
protocols [25, 32–34], even in the limit of extremely weak
interactions, helping to realize robust quantum logic gates
and quantum spin systems [35–38], or novel long-range
interacting quantum fluids [39, 40] and lattice gases with
beyond nearest neighbor interactions [41–43].
In conclusion, we have realized and characterized the
performance of a trapped atom Ramsey interferometer
utilizing clock states enhanced by Rydberg dressing. This
includes a precise determination of the atom-light cou-
5pling, Rydberg state admixture and coherence properties
of the dressed states. We also demonstrated an applica-
tion for measuring small electric field perturbations. The
basic essence of our scheme – the controllable coupling of
a highly-coherent two-level system to a third state with
greatly enhanced sensitivity – can be applied to numer-
ous quantum systems, even beyond the Rydberg atom
platform. Thus this approach has the potential to greatly
expand the number of atomic and molecular systems suit-
able for metrological applications and many-body physics.
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